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How are cities conserving, restoring, and thriving with biodiversity?

n Data used for this research
Large urban parks & forest
River/streams/estuaries
107
Community gardens

351

64

63

351 out of 976 NBS recorded in Urban Nature Atlas have
explicit biodiversity goals and actions. We selected 199
NBS for detailed analysis. The selection considers the
diversity of scales, ecosystems and key actors involved.

n Biodiversity goals and actions of NBS
CONSERVE
Genetic-focused
Species-focused
Ecosystem-focused

RESTORE
Genetic-focused
Species-focused
Ecosystem-focused

THRIVE
Cultural benefits
Social benefits
Economic benefits
Climate benefits
Enviro. quality

• Protect and enhance urban
habitats
• Protect species
• Means for conservation
governance
•
•
•
•
•

Restore ecosystems
Restore species
Control invasive species
Restore connectivity
Public engagement

For example:
• Recreation and sport
• Health and well-being
• Employment
• Carbon sequestration
• Water regulation and
quality

l Cities prioritize conservation and how nature
contributes to society, over restoration.

93

l Cities are placing equal attention on restoration
when focused on bodies of water.

57

62

l Cities are focused on the whole urban ecosystem.
l Cities are setting quantitative targets for their
biodiversity efforts. This may provide the foundation
for engaging cities in moving towards global goals.
-

Number of trees to be planted
Area of green or blue areas to be created or restored
Number of green areas created in the city

Applying the findings
Ø Urban nature-based solutions need to further integrate biodiversity goals, as well as restoration
actions and actions that emphasize species and genetic diversity.
Ø The Post-2020 Global Biodiversity Framework should incorporate the goals of Conserve,
Restore, and Thrive that cities pursue in their biodiversity efforts, and use SMART (Specific,
Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and Timely) targets to better engage cities.
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